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Members’
Events

Book Now
020 7942 2277/2278
membershipevents@vam.ac.uk

Membership
020 7942 2271
membership@vam.ac.uk
www.vam.ac.uk/membership

Completing the Form
Please complete the form in
CAPITALS. Where multiple
dates are available please
indicate your first, second
and third choices by
marking the boxes
according to preference.
Members can purchase as
many tickets as they require
(including for guests who
do not need to be
members).

Payment
Please send credit card
details or a cheque. Do not
send cash. Cheques should
be signed and dated and
made payable to “The
Friends of the V&A”. Do not
fill in the amount in words
or figures, unless paying for
only one event. To limit the
amount on the cheque
write “not to exceed £…..” at
the base of the cheque,
leaving the lines and
amount box empty. The

Membership Office will
complete your credit card or
cheque transaction with
the relevant amount.

Returning the Form
Please include payment and
a stamped self-addressed
DL envelope (110x220mm)
with the completed
booking form. Please send
to: Membership Events,
Membership Office, V&A,
South Kensington, London
SW7 2RL. Bookings can also
be made by telephone (020
7942 2277/2278) or email
(membershipevents@
vam.ac.uk). Patrons and
Contributing Members
receive priority bookings on
all events. Tickets can not be
purchased at the event.

Ticket Allocation and 
Waiting Lists
Tickets will be allocated on
a first come first served
basis, in the order in which

bookings are received. Any
tickets not sent indicate
your application has not
been successful. If the ticket
application is unsuccessful
the credit card details and
cheques will not be
processed. Where an event
is full, names will
automatically be added to
the waiting list and you will
be contacted if places
become available. Numbers
at events are set according
to what the V&A or external
venue can accommodate.
Please do not attempt to
attend the event unless a
ticket has been allocated.

Cancellation
If you are unable to attend
an event please inform the
Membership Office as soon
as possible so that another
V&A member may be given
the opportunity to attend.
Name substitutions can be
accepted at any time by

phone, fax or email. In the
event of cancellation, and
provided that notice is
given to the Membership
Office two weeks prior to
the event, a credit note to
the value of the ticket(s)
will be issued. This can be
redeemed against any
Membership Event. The
Membership Office reserves
the right to cancel any
event. In this eventuality
the full fee will be refunded.

Members with 
Special Needs
The V&A aims to offer fully
accessible events to all its
members. Please help us to
accommodate any
individual needs – including
dietary when appropriate –
that you may have by
attaching a note to the
booking form. The
Membership Office will
contact you to discuss this 
as necessary.

Alterations & Speakers
The Membership Office
reserves the right to make
alterations to the
advertised programme
without prior notice. The
Membership Office is not,
as a body, responsible for
the views or opinions
expressed by individual
authors or speakers.Please
note all end times are
approximate.

Ticket Prices
Please note that all ticket
prices are a suggested
donation.

Liability
Please note that personal
insurance for events away
from the V&A is the
responsibility of the
individual.

Data Protection
Information provided by
you will be processed by the
Membership Office and
used for the purpose of the
goods and services ordered
by you, and for billing and
accounts.

Key to Members’ Events

Many Stairs

Extensive Walking

Disabled Facilities

Food

Overnight Trip

Coach

Conditions of Booking

Members’ Events www.vam.ac.uk/membership

Tuesday 8 November
The Gherkin
External Visit
Officially opened at the end of May
2004, 30 St Mary Axe (above) graces
London’s skyline with its unusual shape
and award-winning design by Foster
and Partners. Although the building has
yet to be opened to the public, small
private tours have recently been
permitted and three of these have been
arranged for V&A members. The visit
will take in the common areas of the
building: the lobby; the marketing suite;
and the top floor (with its panoramic
views). Members will learn more about
this unique structure that has set new
social, spatial and environmental

Monday 7 November
Manolo Blahník
V&A Evening Lecture
Manolo Blahník’s shoes are
synonymous with innovation, timeless
beauty and glamour. A diverse group of
people – from royalty to celebrities and
designers – covets his striking
originality. Min Hogg will be chairing
an exclusive talk at the V&A between
Manolo Blahník and his good friend the
photographer Eric Boman to celebrate
Blahník by Boman, published by
Thames & Hudson. The discussion will
highlight Blahník’s approach to design
and craftsmanship, and explore how
his passions and inspirations have led
to his signature style. It will also touch
upon the idiosyncratic way in which he
continues to run his hugely successful
business from the small London shop
where it all began. The talk will be
illustrated throughout by Boman’s
stunning photographs. This one-off
event should not be missed.
19.00-21.oo 
(wine reception 20.00-21.00)
£35

Events in October that have been
advertised in previous issue

Thursday 13 October
Diane Arbus
V&A Daytime Talk
Diane Arbus redefined the art of
photography in the twentieth century
with her startling images and bold
subjects. Her portraits of children,
families, carnival performers, nudists,
transvestites, people of the streets,
zealots, eccentrics and celebrities,
amount to a contemporary
anthropology. The V&A exhibition,
sponsored by the Bank of New York, is
the first international museum
retrospective of Arbus’s work in more
than 30 years. The exhibition will display
vintage prints and, for the first time, a
selection of Arbus’s contact sheets,
cameras, letters, notes and books from
her personal library, providing a
complete portrait of this complex and
important artist. Martin Barnes, curator
of photography at the V&A, will give
members an insight into the artist’s
working methods and the influences
visible in her beautiful and often
challenging images. Following the talk,
members may visit the exhibition upon
showing their membership card. This
exhibition was organised by the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. The
international tour was made possible by
the Evelyn D Haas Exhibition Fund and
Charles Schwab & Co Inc.
11.00-12.15 (tea and coffee 11.45-12.15)
£10

Monday 17 October
Antonio Carluccio’s Italy
V&A Evening Lecture
“It is a journey I have willingly and
lovingly undertaken,” said Antonio
Carluccio about his lifelong study of
Italian culinary traditions. Recently, his
passion was recognised by the Italian
government when it gave him the
Commendatore award for his
contribution to Italian food. Throughout
his childhood his family moved all over
Italy and in his early adulthood he
worked as a wine merchant, touring the
country and deepening his knowledge

of its regional specialities. Members will
hear a fascinating and highly personal
account of the cooking of Italy and its
traditions, including those surrounding
cheeses and wines, from Piedmont and
Lombardy in the north through Puglia
and Calabria and on to the islands of
Sicily and Sardinia.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

Wednesday 19 October
British Galleries (1750-1900)
V&A Guided Tour
The internationally renowned British
Galleries tell the story of British art and
design from 1500 to 1900 and contain
many of the museum’s most
extraordinary treasures. V&A guide
Diane Hurst will explain the stories
behind some of the star pieces, and she
will look at the leading figures of the
period, from Robert Adam to Charles
Rennie Mackintosh, and their influence.
11.00-12.30 (tea and coffee 12.00-12.30)
£6

Monday 24 October
Beau Brummel by Ian Kelly
V&A Evening Lecture
Beau Brummel was the man who put
Savile Row on the map. He created the
myth of the British gent, typified by wit,
style, sex and the finest tailoring in the
world. Ian Kelly will bring the fashions
and people of Regency England vividly
to life in this evening talk. Members will
learn how Brummel became famous by
virtue of his image at a time when the
modern concept of “celebrity” was born,
and how people travelled from
mainland Europe wanting to imitate
him. Ian Kelly has worked as an actor
(Howard’s End) and is a journalist, writer
and author. At a wine reception
following the talk he will sign copies of
his book about Beau Brummel.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

Thursday 27 October
Tudor London Walking Tour
(SOLD OUT)

Events that have not been previously
advertised

complements their studio practice will
accompany the work on display.
Members will be able to view the show
and hear a talk by the curator. The
evening will close with a wine and light
canapés reception.
18.30-20.00 
(wine and canapés 19.20-20.00)
£14

Tuesday 22 November
English Heritage’s New
Conservation Studio, Blackheath,
London
External Visit
English Heritage is responsible for the
conservation of some 2,000 paintings.
Earlier this year it opened a new studio
for the practical conservation and
restoration of a wide range of historic
objects in a converted eighteenth-
century coach house. Members will be
given a guided tour of the state-of-the-
art facilities by Adam Webster, English
Heritage’s senior conservator of fine art,
who will explain how they are crucial to
understanding an artist’s techniques.
He will also talk about some paintings
that are due for conservation from the
collections of Kenwood, Ranger’s House,
Audley End and Apsley House. Members
are also welcome to look around the
house.
14.00-16.00 (including tea and coffee)
£11.50

standards. Please note that the ticket
price has been set by 30 St Mary Axe.
11.00-12.00
£38
The event will be repeated on Thursday
26 January (14.30-15.30) and Wednesday
22 February (11.00-12.00)

Wednesday 16 November
Annual General Meeting
Following this year’s Annual General
Meeting, to be held in the Lecture
Theatre, there will be a drinks reception
in the Paintings Galleries.
17.00-20.00 
(wine reception 18.45-20.00)
Free
Members are asked to indicate their
attendance on the booking form
enclosed. Admission will be on
presentation of a current membership
card

Thursday 17 November
The Artist and Radio 4, Bankside
Gallery, London
External Evening Visit
Throughout the UK and around the
world, artists listen to Radio 4 while
they work. What makes it the choice of
so many creative people? Does any of
the content infiltrate their work? With
the support of the BBC, Bankside Gallery
will be exploring these questions in ‘The
Artist and Radio 4’ (4-27 November), a
major exhibition featuring artists such
as Tom Phillips, Zandra Rhodes and
Raymond Briggs. Personal statements
about how Radio 4 influences and
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Wednesday 7 December
The Church of St Stephen’s,
Gloucester Road, London
External Evening Visit
St Stephen’s, Gloucester Road, was built
between 1866 and 1867 by the little-
known architect Joseph Peacock, but the
church was left unfinished and without
a tower. In 1887 the north chapel was
added by Hugh Roumieu Gough. Guide
Julian Litten will show members how
the incompleteness of Peacock’s
building is balanced by lavish fixtures
and fittings in the most outré
Edwardian High Church manner, such as
George Frederick Bodley’s 1903 reredos
and Walter Tapper’s 1908 rood screen.
18.45-19.45
£11

Monday 12 December
Christopher Lee: This Sceptred Isle
V&A Evening Lecture
Britain had the biggest empire the world
has ever known: at one time, a quarter of
the global land mass was British and
over a third of the world was insured at
Lloyds. At his coronation, more than 400
million people saluted George V. The
story of the British Empire is one of
enormous personalities, adventure,
scientific and maritime development
and the building of one of the most
complex international administrations
the world has ever seen. To coincide with
a Radio 4 series, historian Christopher
Lee (right) will talk about the history of
exploration from the sixteenth century
until just before the First World War. He
will analyse how the empire was
created, sustained and governed, and
why it began to break down. Members
will learn about the effect on the 
people – both the colonised and the
colonisers – how it changed their lives
and its lasting legacy.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

Thursday 12 January 
From Charles II to Chippendale: The
Flowering of English Furniture
V&A Guided Tour
11.00-12.30 (tea and coffee 12.00-12.30)
£7
See Wednesday 30 November for
further information

background and to discuss highlights of
the impressive collection of pieces
dating from the Restoration to the mid-
eighteenth century.
18.30-20.00 (wine 19.30-20.00)
£7
This event will also be held on Thursday
12 January, 11.00-12.30 

Monday 5 December
Roy Strong: Coronation
V&A Evening Lecture
As a boy of sixteen, Roy Strong watched
the grand procession carrying Queen
Elizabeth II to her coronation, a
spectacle that at the time was
considered the greatest public event of
the century. These days, however, few
people have a sense of the significance
of a coronation. Using a historical chain
of coronations as links, Roy Strong will
tell the history of the British monarchy
since the tenth century. He will discuss
the constant reinvention of the
coronation as it responded to the
changes in fortune of the monarchy and
the country, including legitimising
usurpers and reconciling a Catholic rite
to the tenets of Protestantism.
Members will learn about the political,
religious and cultural context of each
coronation, as well as the celebratory
poetry, art, spectacular engravings and
manuscripts published to coincide with
them. (Below: Cecil Beaton, Queen
Elizabeth II in Coronation Robes, 1953 ©
V&A Images.)
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

Tuesday 24 January
Churchill Museum and Cabinet
War Rooms, London
External Evening Visit
A private reception and guided tour of
the Churchill Museum and Cabinet War
Rooms will give members an insight into
the command of the Second World War
and Winston Churchill, the legend in
charge (above, courtesy Imperial War
Museum).The tour will start in the
subterranean Cabinet War Rooms,
including the map room, the hub of the
whole site until VJ Day that has been left
in the same condition – every book, map,
chart, pin and notice still occupies the
position it did 60 years ago. Members
will also visit the Cabinet room, the inner
sanctum of the British Government that
was used for meetings, and Churchill’s
quarters.They will learn more about the
leader’s routine, which included waking
at 08.30, having a cigar while holding
court in bed and drinking champagne
with lunch and dinner before venturing
on to the roof of what is now the
Treasury building to watch the enemy
bombers attacking London.The tour will
give an intimate and multifaceted
portrait of Churchill that reveals the
private as well as the public man, his
talents and his flaws.
18.00-20.30 (including wine and
canapés reception)
£35

Thursday 26 January
The Gherkin
External Visit
14.30-15.30
£38
See Tuesday 8 November for further
information

Monday 16 January
Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen:
‘Blokoko – The Return of the
Dandy Highwayman’
V&A Evening Lecture
Interiors and design guru Laurence
Llewelyn-Bowen (above) will talk to
members about the new male attitude
to fashion, popular culture and lifestyle
that has coined a new word: metro-
sexuality. Exploring how foppery is fast
becoming an essential component of
the heterosexual male mating ritual,
Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen celebrates a
social environment where men are
trophy objects and the rule of the
street is survival of the “effetest”.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£15

Friday 25 November
Hats and Boots – Lock & Lobb
External Visit
Situated in the shadow of St James’s
Palace, John Lobb (bootmaker) and
James Lock (hatter and milliner) have
been a Mecca for the noble and
fashionable for centuries. In two groups,
members will visit both shops, learning
about the extraordinary craftsmanship
that has been passed down through
generations for centuries. Described by
Esquire magazine as “the most beautiful
shop in the world”, John Lobb holds a
unique triple of royal warrants as
bootmaker to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II, His Royal Highness the Duke
of Edinburgh and His Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales. James Lock was
established in 1676 and is one of the
oldest family-owned and run businesses
in the world. As London’s leading hatters
and milliners, Lock’s customers have
included Admiral Lord Nelson, Sir
Winston Churchill, Oscar Wilde, Sir
Laurence Olivier, General de Gaulle,
Jackie Onassis, Salvador Dalí and 
Frank Sinatra.
10.00-11.30
£14

Saturday 26 November
ARTfutures 2005, 50 Finsbury
Square, London
Weekend External Visit
Featuring the work of more than 150
artists, ARTfutures 2005 provides a
unique introduction to collecting
contemporary art. Organised by the
Contemporary Art Society and held at
Bloomberg SPACE, the event offers an
exciting opportunity for members who
want to begin buying contemporary art,
or those keen to extend their existing
collections. This year’s show will feature
work by many emerging artists, as well
as a number of established artists
including Liam Gillick, David Shrigley,
Lothar Goetz, Langlands & Bell, John
Latham and Mark Francis. Gill Hedley,
director of the Contemporary Art
Society, will talk to members about
putting together a contemporary art
collection, and Jeni Walwin, the lead
curator, will give an insight into the
work of some of the artists on display.
Members will be invited to view the
exhibition with the curators on hand to
give one-on-one advice and answer
questions. Coffee and croissants are
included in the ticket price.
11.30-13.30
£8

Monday 28 November
William Yeoward
V&A Evening Lecture
William Yeoward is a celebrated
designer of crystal, furniture, fabrics
and a vast range of accessories (as seen
in his shop, above). His innate sense of
style, proportion, form and decoration
results in products that have an
enduring beauty, while at the same
time reflecting an utterly
contemporary sensibility. Susan Crewe,
editor of British House and Garden,
describes him as “a man of passion,
humour and an endearing power of
persuasion”. In his talk, he will reveal to
members his views on design and
decoration, table dressing and the
importance of every detail.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

Wednesday 30 November 
From Charles II to Chippendale: The
Flowering of English Furniture
V&A Evening Guided Tour
The restoration of the monarchy in 1660
brought with it new opportunities for
innovations in the English furniture
trade. Revitalised by the demand for the
refurbishment of palaces and residences
for Charles II and his courtiers, and
enriched by designs from Europe and
the East, furniture production
blossomed into a profusion of new,
specialised crafts that by the eighteenth
century became distinctly English in
style and flavour. By the time of
Chippendale, a new generation of
entrepreneurs was transforming English
taste yet again, and spreading its
influence throughout the empire. V&A
guide Harold Lee traverses the British
Galleries to explore this historical

Wednesday 7 December
Christmas Shopping Day
V&A shop
V&A Membership and V&A Enterprises
are delighted to be able to offer all
members a fifteen per cent discount off
all products, including books, in the
V&A shop on 7 December. In addition, a
free gift box will be given with every
purchase. Members will need to show
their membership card to entitle them
to this discount.
10.00-22.00
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Tuesday 31 January
A Day at St Paul’s Cathedral
External Visit
After four years of cleaning and repair, St
Paul’s Cathedral was revealed afresh in
spring 2005. The work, the fourth phase
of a £40 million project to end in 2008,
has seen the dome, stonework, gilding,
mosaics and sculptures painstakingly
restored. More than 1,000 containers of
dust were removed and more than
11,000 square metres of plain stone and
4,500 square metres of carved stone
cleaned. It was the most comprehensive
programme of internal repair and stone
cleaning in the history of Sir Christopher
Wren's great cathedral. During the day
members will be given two guided
tours. The first will be of the cathedral
and crypt, including the quire and
geometric staircase (which was closed
to the public for cleaning and repair).
Following a two-course lunch, they will
visit the triforium, which includes the
library aisle, a glimpse of the library
itself and a view from the west end
gallery. The tour will culminate in the
trophy room where Wren’s great model
is displayed.
11.30-15.45
£45

Tuesday 7 February
The Clockmakers of London
External Visit
The Clockmakers Livery Company was
founded in 1631 to regulate the watch
and clock making trades. Its museum
houses the oldest collection of clocks,
watches and sundials in existence.
Members will be given a private guided
tour by the keeper Sir George White. The
tour will take in brilliant technical pieces
such as John Harrison's world famous
5th Marine timekeeper, stunningly
beautiful objects such as Conyers
Dunlop's gold and enamel watch for
Queen Charlotte and the novel
nineteenth-century gas-
powered clock by
Pasquale Andervalt. They
will also learn more
about the importance of
horology in the science
of navigation by
studying the marine
timekeeper of 1724 by
Henry Sully and a silver
deck watch by Thomas
Earnshaw. After a break
for lunch, members will
be invited to make their
way to Putney to visit a
family clock and
watchmakers’ business,
founded in 1971. A guided
tour of the fully-equipped

workshop will give an insight into the
repair and restoration of clocks, their
mechanisms and their cases. (Below
left: David Bouquet, lantern clock, c.1650
© V&A Images.)
10.00-15.30
£20

Friday 10 February
Members’ Exclusive View of
‘Collect’
Organised by the Crafts Council and
held at the V&A,‘Collect’ showcases
contemporary applied and decorative
arts from Britain and around the world.
It offers an unrivalled opportunity to
view, buy and commission work from a
distinguished group of international
galleries and artists. Members can enjoy
free entry to this event (usually £12) at
an exclusive morning opening. Please
call or complete the booking form.
Tickets will not be issued; entry upon

presentation of a valid membership
card. Members can buy copies of the

‘Collect’ catalogue from the V&A
shop or the Crafts Council shop
in Islington at a ten per cent
discount during the run of the
fair, and can attend for a

special rate of £8 during
regular hours (11.00-17.45, 9-12
February; 11.00-16.00, 13

February).
10.00-11.00
Free

Wednesday 22 February
The Gherkin
External Visit
11.00-12.00
£38
See Tuesday 8 November for further
information

Wednesday 1 March
Paper in Fashion
V&A Guided Tour
Disposable, recyclable and multi-
functional paper is hardly associated
with high fashion, and yet fashion
designers have used paper for a variety
of garments: from knickers to dresses,
and even tailored suits. In this behind-
the-scenes look at paper clothes in the
V&A’s collection, members will see a
variety of examples, such as a 1960s
design by Ossie Clark and a
contemporary creation by English
designer Hussein Chalayan. The tour will
be given by Sonnet Stanfill, curator
textiles and fashion.
11.00-12.10 (tea and coffee 11.40-12.10)
£7

Tuesday 7 March
Marble Hill House
External Visit
Situated on the river Thames in
Twickenham, Marble Hill House was
built between 1723 and 1729 for
Henrietta Howard, Countess of Suffolk.
Designed by Colen Campbell and
constructed by Roger Morris, under the
supervision of Henry Herbert, the future
9th Earl of Pembroke, it is a perfect
example of Palladian architecture. An
intelligent, articulate and enchanting
hostess, the countess lived her life at the
heart of political and social affairs,
entertaining a constant flow of visitors

that included John Gay, Horace Walpole,
Jonathan Swift and Alexander Pope. The
villa is not only a reflection of her
independent spirit, but also an
intriguing insight into the Augustan
age. Please note the ticket price includes
the transport costs from the meeting
point to Marble Hill House and entry
into the building. The tour will end
outside Ham House, which,
unfortunately, will not be open to
members.
10.30-12.30 (including tea and coffee)
£15

Friday 10 March 
Blenheim and the Churchill Family
Coach Trip
Blenheim Palace (right) is one of the
most important buildings in Europe,
and the only palace in England that is
still a family home. One of the finest
examples of English Baroque
architecture and furnished to an equally
lavish standard, housing works of art
from throughout Europe, Blenheim
attracts around half a million visitors
each year. The family has lived there for
the past 300 years. After tea and coffee
in the orangery, members will be given a
talk by Lady Henrietta Spencer-Churchill
(daughter of the eleventh Duke of
Marlborough). She will trace the story of
the glamorous dynasty from 1700 to
modern times, and will show how the
personalities of each duke and duchess
influenced the progress of the great
house through the centuries. Following
a three-course lunch (including a glass
of Blenheim wine), members will be
taken on a tour of the house that will
include the Great Hall with its fine
ceiling painted by James Thornhill,
original tapestries, various family

Monday 20 February
Diana Springall: Inspired to Stitch,
21 Textile Artists
V&A Evening Lecture
British embroiderers and textile
designers are renowned around the
world for their artistic excellence. This
talk will be a celebration of their
achievements over the past 50 years.
Diana Springall, one of the best-known
British textile artists, will profile the
work of leading embroiderers, focusing
on the creative process from the initial
spark of an idea to the completion of
the finished piece. The talk will appeal
to anyone with an interest in
contemporary textile design.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£12

portraits by Reynolds, Sergeant ,
Closterman and others, statues by
Michael Rysbrack and the Willis Organ.
There will be an opportunity to wander
freely around the grounds to the secret
garden and rose garden, the maze and
the butterfly house.
09.00-17.45 (coach, tour and lunch)
£68 
10.30-16.00 (tour and lunch only)
£54 

Wednesday 15 March 
Seventeenth-century Patronage in
Suffolk: Kedington and Boxted
Coach Trip
The best fixtures, fittings and
monuments are often found in estate
churches in the deepest countryside.
This day trip, led by Dr Julian Litten, will
visit two such buildings in south-west
Suffolk. SS Peter & Paul, Kedington,
described by the late John Betjeman as
“a village Westminster Abbey”, was
untouched by nineteenth-century
restorers and remains one of the richest
churches in England for fixtures and
fittings, the result of the long patronage
of the Barnardiston family. Following
tea and coffee, members will be given a
guided tour of the church, including the
Barnardiston Pew, fashioned from a
medieval rood screen to save it from
destruction. After a two-course lunch at
the White Horse, Kedington, members
will visit the remote estate church of
Boxted, nestling in the small valley of
the Glem. This picture-postcard building
is everywhere touched by the presence
of the Poley family. As Simon Jenkins
remarked:“Boxted is for Poley
monuments. There are Poleys from floor
to ceiling. Poleys in wood and stone,
Poleys in brass and alabaster. In Boxted
we walk on Poleys, talk of Poleys and, if
their ashes are dust, breathe Poleys.”
09.00-17.30 (coach, tour and lunch)
£50 
11.00-15.30 (tour and lunch only)
£35

Thursday 16 February
Royal Collecting of Italian Art (at
the V&A and Buckingham Palace)
V&A Daytime Talk and 
External Evening Visit
Members will get an exclusive glimpse
of the royal family’s collection of Italian
art, starting with the V&A’s Raphael
Cartoons. Mark Evans (V&A senior
curator, paintings) will discuss how they
were planned as designs for tapestries
to cover the lower walls of the Sistine
Chapel in the Vatican. Charles I
purchased them as designs for his
tapestry factory at Mortlake, and Queen
Victoria loaned them to the V&A in 1865.
After the talk he will take members to
view the Cartoons. This will be followed
by afternoon tea and cake in the
Members’ Room. Jennifer Scott
(assistant to the surveyor of the Queen’s
pictures) will then welcome members to
the Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace,
with a wine reception, where she will
talk about the collection of Italian art
and the exhibition ‘Canaletto in Venice’.
The day will culminate with a chance for
members and their guests to view the
exhibition at their leisure, including
Canaletto’s The Bacino di San Marco on
Ascension Day, c.1740, the Royal
Collection © 2004, Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II (above).
14.00-16.15 at the V&A 
(tea and cake 15.45-16.15)
18.00-19.30 at the Queen’s Gallery
(including wine reception)
£10 (afternoon only)
£35 (evening only)
£45 (afternoon and evening)
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Wednesday 22 March
The Changing City – Walking Tour
of London’s Architecture
External Visit
Looking out at the City of London from
the medieval church of St Helen’s
Bishopsgate, the dynamism of the
architecture is palpable. On one side
rises the only pure Miesian block in
London, while across its piazza is the
technological tangle of the Lloyds
Building, now more than twenty years
old. And these two contrasting buildings
have been joined recently by the sleek
“gherkin” of Swiss Re. Less obvious City
landmarks nearby include Belcher and
Pite’s dazzling Chartered Accountants’
building (1893), Berlage’s Holland House
(1916), Stirling’s controversial Number
One Poultry (1998) and the critically

acclaimed new Salvation Army
headquarters (2005). This tour will
provide members with an opportunity
to visit some of these buildings (please
note that the Swiss Re gherkin is not
included). It will be led by Brian Hanson,
who has taught history of architecture
and design for 30 years, curated the V&A
exhibition ‘A Vision of Britain’ in 1989
and published Architects and the
‘Building World’ from Chambers to
Ruskin: constructing authority in 2003.
He is currently teaching at Birkbeck
College and writing Theory and Design
in the Gene Age, an intellectual
biography of the architect and builder
Christopher Alexander.
10.30-12.30
£30

Thursday 23 March
Leighton House and Linley
Sambourne, Kensington, London
External Visit
In 1864 George Aitchison began the
design for Frederick, Lord Leighton’s
house in Holland Park Road, Kensington.
Leighton was an artist who became
president of the Royal Academy in 1878,
and the house was lavishly designed to
accommodate his studio, living quarters
and many contemporary works of art
and antiques. Leighton had travelled
widely and acquired an astonishing
collection of sixteenth and seventeenth-
century Islamic tiles, which were used
by Aitchison, William De Morgan and
Walter Crane to build the magnificent
Arab Hall that stands today as the
centrepiece for the house. Leighton
made the area socially acceptable and
soon other artists began to have their
houses designed by architects in the
nearby Melbury Road. Following a visit
to the house, there will be a short walk
that will take in the architecture of
Philip Webb and Richard Norman Shaw
and the famous Tower House designed
by William Burgess for himself. At this
point there will be an opportunity for
members to purchase lunch in Holland
Park. In contrast to Leighton’s “designer”
home, Linley Sambourne, who was a
modestly paid cartoonist for Punch
magazine, lived at Stafford Terrace with
his wife and two children from 1875. This
was a more conventional middle-class
house decorated with William Morris
wallpaper, Benson light fittings and
modern high street furniture. These
houses provide a fascinating study of
two remarkable Victorian personalities.
The ticket price includes entry to both,
but to keep the cost as low was possible,
it does not include lunch.
10.30-16.00
£28

Monday 20 March
Alan Titchmarsh: Royal Gardeners
V&A Evening Lecture
Long before gardens became
something for everyone to enjoy, they
were the exclusive preserve of royalty
and the very wealthy. Alan Titchmarsh
will take members on a fascinating
tour through the history of inspiring
royal gardeners and gardens, from
medieval times to the present day, that
are as diverse as the monarchs who
created them. The talk will range from
a humble medieval bower built to
entertain royal mistresses to the
overstated grandeur of palace grounds
created as a symbol of power, and
include Hampton Court, the grand
Georgian gardens surrounding Kew
Palace, Balmoral, Sandringham,
Buckingham Palace and the Prince of
Wales’s gardens at Highgrove.
19.00-20.45 
(wine reception 20.00-20.45)
£15

Thursday 30 March 
Layer Marney Tower and
Ingatestone Hall, Essex
Coach Trip
Layer Marney Tower (above), built during
Henry VIII’s reign, is a quintessential
Tudor gatehouse that was created to
advertise the status of Henry, First Lord
Marney. He died before it was finished,
but the result was England’s tallest
gatehouse (80ft). Following tea and
coffee, members will be given a private
tour of the property, including areas not
normally open to the public, such as the
tower, the church, the long gallery and
the medieval barn. They will learn more
about guests who have stayed there,
including Queen Elizabeth I, how it
survived the great earthquake of 1884
and how the many different families
have made their mark on the estate.
After a ploughman’s lunch, members
will visit Ingatestone Hall, a sixteenth-
century manor built by Sir William Petre,
Secretary of State to four Tudor
monarchs. His descendants still live in
the house, which largely retains its
Tudor form and appearance (including
two priests’ hiding places) and does not
open to the public until April. A private
tour by the Petre family will encompass
furniture, family portraits and other
pictures accumulated over the
centuries, together with memorabilia of
fifteen generations of Petres. Among
the many anecdotes about the family,
members will hear the story of the
seventh lord, who spent six hours every
day dressing his hair and was the
inspiration for Alexander Pope’s The
Rape Of The Lock. Following tea and
coffee the coach will depart for London.
09.15-18.15 (coach, tour and lunch)
£45 
11.15-17.00 (tour and lunch only)
£30 


